KPro Study Group 2020 Webinar Series: II
May 9, 2020 1pm to 3pm EST
Meeting Chairman: Eduardo Alfonso, MD
“Repeat PKP vs. KPro & Crosslinking KPro”

Purpose: Case presentations and discussions on repeat PKP vs KPRO vs Primary KPRO and Crosslinking KPro
Site: https://miami.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_IlPp6ectTlqPusjArC0ZzQ
Format: Webinar Discussion with panelist with case presentations and talks.

Introduction: Jean-Marie Parel & Jose de la Cruz

Topic (1): Repeat PKP vs KPRO vs Primary KPRO
Moderators: Federico Cremona, Christopher Liu

Talks:
- Sayan Basu
  - Why a repeat PKP is better than a KPRO. Case Based Presentation
- Sadeer Hannush
  - How many repeats? Threshold for a KPRO, Case Based Presentation
- Mona Dagher
  - Primary KPRO; Is the retention any better? Case Based Presentation
- Enrique Graue
  - Latest Studies in Long Term Retention of BKPRO
- Soledad Cortina
  - Review of Studies in Primary KPRO
- Jose de la Cruz
  - Update on the P3KPRO Study

Panel Discussion and Questions & Answers

Topic: KPRO Crosslinking Update
Moderators: Esen Akpek, Rayesh Fogla,

Talks:
- Joseph Ciolino
  - Update on CXL KPRO Study
- Natalie Afshari
  - Case Presentation PRO KPRO CXL
- Victor Perez
  - Case Presentation CON KPRO CXL
- Shahzad Mian
  - What I have learned from CXL in KPRO

Panel Discussion and Questions & Answers

Organized by: Jose de la Cruz, Jean-Marie Parel, Guillermo Amescua, Eduardo Alfonso.
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